
1 Three Victorian style Gold coins, dated 1912, similar to a Full sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design, 
presented in an 18CT gold brooch mount, total weight 30.55g 
£400-600

2 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£150-200

3 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£150-200

4 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£150-200

5 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£150-200

6 An Edward VII Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1910, VF 
£300-400

7 An Elizabeth II Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1978, VF 
£300-400

8 An Elizabeth II Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1968, VF 
£300-400

9 An Elizabeth II Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1964, VF 
£300-400

10 An Elizabeth II Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1967, VF 
£300-400

11 An Elizabeth II Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1968, VF 
£300-400

12 An Elizabeth II Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1978, VF 
£300-400

13 A South Africa Gold replica stamp, issued in 1974, 18ct gold, issued by the South African bureau of Standards, 
17.5g, cased with certificate 
£700-100

14 An Austria 4 Ducat Gold restrike, dated 1915, VF/EF 
£600-800

15 A South Africa Gold Half Pond, dated 1895, 3.8g, Worn 
£150-200

16 A George V Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1912, VF 
£300-400

17 A George V Gold Half Sovereign, dated 1913, VF 
£150-200

18 France Gold 20 Francs, dated 1912, VF, 6.49g 
£300-400

19 Switzerland Gold 20 Francs, dated 1930, VF, 6.53g 
£300-400

20 A modern Elizabeth II Gold Quarter Sovereign, dated 2009, EF, In Royal Mint Capsule with certificate, 1.99g 
£100-200

21 A modern Elizabeth II Gold Quarter Sovereign, dated 2009, EF, In Royal Mint Capsule with certificate, 1.99g 
£100-200
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22 A 2017 Gibraltar, London Mint issued Platinum wedding Anniversary Photographic coin collection, complete set 
including a 3.122g Platinum £10 coin, along with eight silver plated Cupro Nickel Photographic Crown coins all 
dated 2017, in presentation folder with certificates 
£100-150

23 A Collection of twenty two small Gold coins, various denominations from a range of countries, total weight 
24.95g, including five coins weighing .74g and seventeen coins weighing 1.25g 
£800-1,200

24 A 1981 Turks and Caicos Gold Proof 100 Crowns, weighing 6.5g, in case with certificate 
£300-400

25 A 2017 Alderney Platinum proof half sovereign commemorative coin, from Harrington & Byrne, in box with 
certificate 
£80-120

26 A modern platinum proof penny coin, dated 2017, issued in Jersey, in box with certificate, 4g 
£80-120

27 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£300-400

28 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£300-400

29 A Victoria style gold coin, dated 1912, similar to a Full Gold sovereign, bearing Victoria old veiled head design on 
obverse, 8.00g 
£300-200

30 A 2015 Gibraltar, London Mint issued Sir Winston Churchill coin collection, complete set including a 3.112g Gold 
£10 coin, along with four bronze £2 coins with gold detailing, and a silver plated bronze Crown coin, all dated 
2015 in presentation folder with certificates, along with a 9ct Gold Proof Two Crowns coin weighing 8g in capsule 
with certificate. 
£300-400

31 A Collection of twelve Silver Proof Coins Commemorating the Battle of Britain, includes £5 issues from Jersey 
and Guernsey (28.28g), $5 issues from The Cook Islands (28.28g), and a jersey £2 (12g), all but one feature a 
coloured design of an aircraft on the reverse, presented in blue Westminster case, in capsules with certificates 
£120-240

32 A Spain 25 Pesetas Gold coin, dated 1880 (VF), in 10ct Gold mount 
£300-500

33 Two Edward VII Gold Half Sovereigns, dated 1906 (VF), and 1910 (VF) 
£300-400

34 A Switzerland Gold 20 Francs coin, dated 1935, VF, 6.49g 
£300-400

35 A George III Gold 'spade' Guinea, dated 1787, 8.38g 
£300-400

36 An India Bengal Gold Half Mohur, dated 1202 (1788), Shah Alam II, Murshidabad (Calcutta mint), 23mm, 5.8g, 
tested 22ct gold 
£300-400

37 An Ascension Islands Gold Proof one-eighth Sovereign, Dated 2022, 1.00g, 11mm diameter 
£40-60

38 A George V full Gold Sovereign, dated 1925, VF 
£300-400

39 A Charles III Proof Gold Sovereign, dated 2022, Queen Elizabeth Memorial Sovereign 
£400-600
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40 A South Africa Proof Gold Quarter Sovereign, dated 2015, 8.482g, along with a Silver Proof one ounce silver 
medallion commemorating Winston Churchill, both presented in fitted wooden box with certificate 
£400-600

41 An Elizabeth II East India Company Proof Gold 1 Mohur (1 Pound) dated 2013, 11.66g, presented in wooden 
case with certificate 
£600-800

42 A Tristan Da Cunha Gold Half Crown, dated 2009, EF, 1.10g 
£40-60

43 A Tristan Da Cunha full Gold Sovereign, dated 2015, EF, in slab and presented in fitted wooden case 
£300-400

44 A Victoria full Gold Sovereign, dated 1893, VF, presented in a London mint box with certificate 
£300-400

45 A Tristan Da Cunha Gold Half Sovereign, dated 2012, EF, presented in a London mint box with certificate 
£150-200

46 A collection of seventeen Silver Proof crown size coins, including a 2010 £2 one ounce Britannia, a 2006 British 
Virgin Islands 'Three Kings' silver proof set, several gold plated issues, and more, some boxed, all with 
certificates, along with a 2022 silver proof 50 pence , boxed with certificate, and a 2011 silver proof 
commemorative set, boxed with certificate 
£200-300

47 A Victoria Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1889, VF 
£300-400

48 A Victoria Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1892, VF 
£300-400

49 A Victoria Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1895, VF 
£300-400

50 An Edward VII Gold Half Sovereign, dated 1902, VF 
£150-200

51 An Edward VII Gold Half Sovereign, dated 1908, VF 
£150-200

52 A George V Full Gold Sovereign, dated 1914, VF 
£300-400

53 A Victoria Gold Half Sovereign, dated 1893, slightly worn 
£150-200

54 A small Collection of British and World Coinage, including an 1896 Victoria crown (F), and a small bag of 
Victorian silver, a quantity of post 1947 coinage to include Half crowns, Pennies, Half pennies, sixpences and 
brass Threepence, along with 17 modern crowns and two modern £5 coins, also three old Bank of England 10 
Shillings notes, and a small tin of modern foreign coinage 
£30-50

55 A collection of British and world coinage, in various folders and small tins and boxes, including a quantity of 
mixed British pre-decimal coinage, some Victorian and Edward VII silver noted, including a 1907 shilling, also an 
original sealed bag of pre-decimal Pennies, to the value of £5, original seal and tag still intact, date unknown, a 
selection of circulated New Zealand half crowns and florins in Whitman folders, a Whitman folder containing 
some pre 1947 British half crowns from circulation, and more 
£80-120

56 A Collection of Farthings, approximately 65 including Charles II (1), William III (1), William IV (4), Victoria young 
head (14), Victoria bun head (31), Victoria old head (6) Edward VII (9), George V (2), various conditions some 
nice examples 
£50-80
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57 A collection of thirty two Victoria Pennies, including a selection of young head and bun head pennies, in various 
conditions, some nice examples, along with and 1826 George IV penny (F), and three George III pennies in 
various conditions 
£70-100

58 A collection of thirty early milled half pennies, ranging from William III through to Victoria young head examples, 
varying conditions, some nice examples 
£70-100

59 A collection of British silver coinage, ranging from George III through to Victoria, mostly worn or F, including Half 
Crowns, Shillings, Sixpence, and Threepence, along with a Celtic Ecen symbol type silver coin, total weight 
approx. 240g 
£150-250

60 A collection of nineteen Silver Victoria shillings, including twelve young head shillings, six old head and one 
jubilee head shilling, all Good F or VF, total weight approx. 120g 
£100-150

61 A collection of twenty two pre 1947 British shillings, including Victoria (9), Edward VII (9), George V (4), mostly 
worn or F with one or two better examples, 
£80-120

62 An 1820 George IV Half Crown, VF with some nice rainbow toning 
£100-150

63 An 1821 George IV Half Crown, about VF 
£70-100

64 A collection of six early milled British shillings, including examples from William III 1697 (1) George I 1723 (1), 
and George II (4), in varying conditions but general pleasing examples with good detail 
£150-200

65 A 1787 George III Shilling, VF or better, nice example with good detail 
£50-80

66 A collection of fourteen Early British Sixpences, including examples from William III (2), George I (1), George II 
(1), George III (3), George IIII (4), William IIII (3), in various conditions, some VF or better 
£70-100

67 A 1689 William & Mary Half Crown, a nice example with good detail 
£100-200

68 A 1707 Queen Anne Half Crown, a nice example with good detail 
£80-120

69 A 1746 George II Half Crown, nicely toned with good detail 
£100-150

70 A collection of three early British hammered and milled coins, including a James I hammered sixpence, a 1710 
Anne Threepence (VF or better), and a 1758 George II sixpence (F) 
£100-150

71 A collection of early British Queen Anne coins, including a 1703 Sixpence in excellent condition, along with a 
worn 1710 Shilling 
£200-250

72 A collection of four British Half Crowns, including an 1816 George III Half Crown (GF), an 1825 George IV Half 
Crown (F), an 1834 William IV Half Crown (F), and an 1837 William IV Half Crown (Good F but probably 
cleaned) 
£60-100

73 A small Mahogany coin collectors cabinet, with removable front panel and 14 removable trays/drawers, each tray 
is fitted for different size coins with felt lined spaces ranging from 25mm to 44mm in diameter, external 
dimensions are: H180mm x W325mm x D285mm, in good condition 
£50-100
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74 A mixed collection of British and World coinage and medallions, including a 2004 U.S. 'Elvis' silver Eagle $1, six 
UK uncirculated commemorative £5 coins in Royal Mint packaging, a 1996 Cook Islands Silver Proof Olympics 
$2 coin, a UK 2003 Silver Proof £2 coin in box with certificate, a UK 2004 'Entente Cordiale' Silver proof £5 in 
box with certificate, a large Royal Mint 'Shakespeare' bronze medallion, boxed, and lots more, contained in a 
black lockable briefcase 
£70-100

75 A mixed collection of British and World coinage, including seven UK commemorative £2 coins in Royal Mint 
folders, three UK commemorative £5 coins in Royal Mint folders, four UK commemorative 50 pence coins in 
Royal Mint folders, approx. ten modern GB £5 coins, four boxed 1973 proof 50p coins, a 1982 Canada Silver 
proof $1 coin in box, a bag of pre-decimal sixpence coins, and lots more in a grey stacker box, worth a look 
£70-100

76 A collection of British and World coinage and tokens, including a GB 2014 Year of the Horse Silver £2 coin, a 
1922 US Liberty Dollar style coin, seven US 5 cent coins, a good selection of 19th and 20th century tokens, 
other mixed pre-decimal GB coinage, and much more including silver, housed in an aluminium coin collectors 
case 
£80-120

77 A collection of early hammered and milled British coinage, including a Charles I half crown in good condition, an 
Edward III groat in good condition, a selection of other early hammered and Roman coins in various conditions, 
along with some metal detector finds, also some later milled coinage including coinage from Charles I, George II, 
George III and Victoria including and 1856 Gothic Florin in GF condition, and more housed in five Lindner trays, 
along with a small quantity of other pre-decimal coinage, mostly Elizabeth II, including crowns, Half Pennies, 
Pennies and farthings, in a small box and some album pages 
£200-300

78 A collection of British coinage, mostly pre-decimal coinage from Edward VII onwards including Florins, Shillings, 
Sixpences, threepence, Pennies and Half Pennies, some pre 1947 silver noted including four Victoria 
threepence (worn), and five George V threepences, a small amount of modern decimal coinage including four 
modern crowns , a 1986 £2 coin, five £1 coins, and more 
£50-80

79 A Collection of world coinage and medallions, a good selection including a box of approx. 200 metal detector 
finds including some Roman coins, a box of approx. 60 German 20 Pfennig coins from the 1920's, a tub of small 
Middle Eastern copper coins, A selection of coins from India including a Silver 1840 1 Rupee, and more 
including a good amount of 19th Century copper coinage, some 19th Century Silver noted, along with a quantity 
of 19th and 20th century bronze and white metal medallions, some with a Royal theme, and a quantity of world 
banknotes from circulation to include a Jersey £1 note, a Guernsey £1 note and a British Linen Bank £1 note, 
and more 
£300-400

80 A collection of British and World coinage, including large amounts of pre-decimal British Coppers, some 
Victorian noted, a small amount of pre 1947 British silver also noted, along with modern foreign coinage, all 
loose in bags and tins, heavy lot 
£70-100

81 A collection of British and World coinage, including large amounts of pre-decimal British Coppers, some 
Victorian noted, along with modern foreign coinage, all loose in bags and tins, heavy lot 
£70-100

82 Chinese Knife coin, circa 400 BC to 255 BC, boxed with certificate issued by coincraft 
£20-40

83 Three British Silver crowns, including an 1820 George III crown (F), two 1845 Victoria Crowns (F and GF), along 
with a tin containing a small amount of mainly pre-decimal British coinage and three medallions 
£50-80
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84 A collection of British pre-decimal coinage, including Half crowns, Florins , Shillings, sixpences and threepences, 
some pre 1947 and pre 1920 silver noted, including an 1820 George III Crown (worn), an 1917 George III Half 
crown, appears to have been gilded but otherwise a GF, a 1906 Edward VII Florin (F/GF), and a few Victorian 
pennies mostly worn 
£50-80

85 A collection of British and World coinage, including a good selection of pre 1947 British silver Half Crowns, 
Florins, Shillings and sixpences, along with a small amount of world coinage to include a small selection of early 
20th century Egyptian silver coins and more 
£40-60

86 A Collection of British pre-decimal copper coinage, predominantly from Edward VII onwards with a few Victorian 
pennies noted, along with approx. eight modern crowns 
£20-40

87 A collection of six Roman coins, including a silver Denarius, Possibly of Antonius Pius 138-191, and a Silver 
Denarius, possibly of Trajan 98-117, with good detail, along with four other small bronze coins 
£50-80

88 A collection of RAF related medallions, including a large Gold Plated Proof medallion commemorating 100 years 
of the RAF in capsule, a large Gold Plated Proof medallion commemorating the Spitfire in capsule, and a 2008 
Jersey Silver plated 'Dambusters' £5 coin in capsule 
£20-40

89 A white metal coin in the style of an Edward VI hammered silver shilling, 5.9g 
£40-60

90 A collection of British Proof Coins and medallions, including a 2017 Tristan Da Cunha Princess Di Silver Proof 
three coin collection in case with certificate, a 2009 Guernsey £5 Coin 'First Moon Landing' in capsule, a Duke of 
Wellington Platinum plated Waterloo Commemorative medallion in box with certificate, a London Mint 2016 
Gibraltar Silver Proof WWI commemorative Half Crown in folder, a 2012 gold plated four coin Diamond jubilee 
set in presentation case with certificates, each coin measuring 70mm diameter, and much more, worth a look 
£150-250

91 A collection of British uncirculated and proof coins and medallions, including a 2021 GB uncirculated annual coin 
set, a change checker album containing a complete 2018 set of A to Z 10p's with completer medal, along with a 
small selection of other 50 pence and £2 coins, a Windsor Mint boxed set of twenty four gold plated copper 
medallions celebrating the 'Most Expensive Coins', a boxed set of twenty four gold plated ingot style medallions 
depicting 'European Birds', and a small selection of British stamps in two albums 
£100-200

92 A Pair of United States Silver Morgan Dollars, dated 1885, 'O' mint mark, VF, and 1887, VF, along with a small 
quantity of modern British coinage and a cased 1996 Royal British Legion anniversary medallion 
£30-60

93 A collection of British coinage, mostly pre-decimal from George V onwards including Half crowns, florins 
shillings, threepences, Pennies and Halfpennies, loose and in albums, along with approx. forty modern crowns, 
twelve 'Britain's first decimal coins' sets in blue folders, and more 
£70-100

94 A large collection of British and World Coinage, including a large quantity of post 1947 pre-decimal British 
coinage, including Florins, threepences, shillings etc, largely organized in coin albums and organiser trays with 
capsules, along with a significant quantity of world coinage and British and world tokens and repro coins, largely 
in albums, some loose, needs a good look through, a very heavy lot in two plastic boxes 
£150-200

95 A 1951 George VI Maundy set, in fitted wooden case with blue lining, dark toning, along with a 1935 George V 
Crown in red box 
£100-200
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96 A small collection of British Coinage, including a 1985 Royal Mint proof set, a cased 1929 George V year set, an 
1887 Victoria Double Florin in good condition, a 1797 Cartwheel two pence in fair condition, and more along with 
a small quantity of world bank notes including five 1941 Malaya George VI 1 cent notes, and a small quantity of 
world coinage, mostly middle Eastern 
£50-80

97 A 1676 Charles II Crown, in good condition 
£80-120

98 A small collection of 19th century Silver coinage, including an 1804 Bank of England 5 Shillings trade dollar 
(holed), a 1787 George III sixpence (holed), an 1878 Spain 5 Pesetas, along with four others 
£60-100

99 A collection of four 19th and 20th century Bronze medallions, including an 1866 Richard Cobden bronze medal 
by J.S. and A.B. Wyon, measuring 57mm in diameter, cased, a 1741 Admiral Vernon Carthagena medal, a 1911
 George V Camberwell visit medal, and a 1911 George V coronation, mayor of Derby medal, cased 
£200-300

100 A small Collection of world Coinage, including nineteen modern British crowns, a small amount of 19th century 
coinage noted including silver, along with six circulated bank notes from the Netherlands, contained in a black tin 

£40-60
101 A Thaler Style medallion, probably Silver, 43mm diameter 

£30-50
102 A collection of modern World coinage, mostly European, three Australian 50pence commemorative issued 

noted, also 1971 and 1972 US Roosevelt dollars, and more, along with approximately 65 words banknotes from 
circulation but many in good condition 
£50-80

103 A collection of British and world coinage, mostly modern, but some 19th century and early 20th century coinage 
noted including silver, also a good selection of pre 1947 British silver coinage including three George V half 
crowns, 1902 shilling, 1910 Florin, 1820 George III Half Crown (worn), 1887 Victoria Half Crown, 1888 & 1899 
Victoria Florins, along with two 1977 Silver Proof jubilee crowns, a 1780 Thaler restrike, and more, well worth a 
look 
£70-100

104 An 18th century Spanish Empire 8 Reales Style white metal coin, marked 1741, 'piece of eight' coin, with 
certificate of origin, stating as recovered from the wreck of The Hollandia, sunk in 1743, weight 26.14g, buyer 
discretion advised 
£80-120

105 An 18th century Spanish Empire 8 Reales Style white metal coin, marked 1742, 'piece of eight' coin, with 
certificate of origin, stating as recovered from the wreck of The Hollandia, sunk in 1743, weight 26.4g, buyer 
discretion advised 
£80-120

106 A collection of British and world coinage, mostly 20th Century coinage, including small collections from Jersey, 
Isle of Man, Canada, South Africa, Switzerland, Palestine, Mexico and more, some silver noted, housed in 
various tins and boxes, along with an Album of British coinage, including Half crowns, Florins, Shillings, 
Sixpences, threepences etc, a good selection of Victoria, Edward VII and George V silver noted 
£80-120

107 A small Collection of British coinage, mostly copper including a quantity of Victoria Pennies and Half Pennies, a 
George II 1739 Half Penny noted (worn but date visible), also a small quantity of pre 1947 silver noted, along 
with an 1843 France 5 Francs, and a small collection of approximately 20 world banknotes from circulation 
£70-100
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108 A small collection of World Silver coinage, including a circa 1400 Italian States 1 Soldano, a 1925 Germany 5 
Reich Marks Rhineland commemorative, a circa 1949 Israel 25 Mils, along with approximately 130g of other 
foreign silver minors, and a small bag of British pre 1947 0.500 silver coins (95g), also noted, a key date 1892 
Victorian copper Farthing, and what seems to be a 16th century Antwerp hand coin weight, along with a box 
containing a quantity of modern British and world coinage 
£120-150

109 A collection of modern World coinage, some loose in small boxes, but some small collections organized in small 
plastic containers, labelled with different countries, including a significant quantity of Japanese coinage and a 
quantity od modern Euros, along with a small collection of approximately 55 world banknotes to include four 
Japan 1000 Yen notes and fourteen US $1 notes, all from circulation in various conditions 
£50-80

110 A large collection of British coinage, including a large selection of better grade copper coinage from George III, 
Victoria and Edward VII, some loose and some in Whitman folders, examples include 1806 George III Penny 
(Unc), 1855 Victoria Half Penny (Unc),1858 Victoria Penny (VF/EF), 1898 Victoria Penny (VF/EF), 1901 Victoria 
Penny (Unc), 1860 Victoria Penny (Unc), 1875 Victoria Penny (Unc), 1902 Edward VII Penny (Unc), 1907 
Edward VII Penny (Unc), 1909 Edward VII Penny (Unc), also a large selection of coinage from Jersey, Guernsey 
and the Isle of Man, loose and in an album, along with another album containing Farthings and Silver 
Threepences with Victorian and Edward VII examples, and much more 
£300-400

111 A collection of British and world coinage, including twelve early hammered British and Roman coins, including an 
Elizabeth I Groat (holed), and a 1697 William III sixpence, along with a quantity of British pre decimal coinage, to 
include Florins, Shillings, threepence and Sixpence, twenty modern collectable 50pence to include Beatrix 
Potter, Olympics etc, a quantity of US quarters, half dollars and dollars, including two Silver Morgan dollars 
(worn), two silver 1983 Mexico Libertad 1 Ounce coins and more 
£100-150

112 A collection of eight Far Eastern Chinese dollar style white metal medallions, various conditions 
£70-100

113 Two British Silver Queen Anne coins, including a 1707 Crown (worn), and a 1711 Shilling (Fair) 
£80-120

114 Five early milled British silver Sixpences, including a 1758 George II Sixpence (good Fine), and four 1787 
George III Sixpences (all VF or better), along with two 1762 George III Threepence coins (all GF/VF) 
£200-250

115 A collection of George III and Victoria British silver coinage, mostly worn, including an 1819 George II crown, 
1816 and 1817 George III half crowns, an 1805 ten pence Irish Bank Token, a 1787 George III Sixpence (holed), 
and more in various conditions, some holed, total weight approx. 200g 
£80-120

116 A collection of British and World coinage, including a large quantity of pre-decimal pennies and half pennies 
which includes a good selection of Victoria and Edward VII coppers, mostly fairly worn, also approx. forty five 
modern crowns including examples from 1953, 1960, 1965 Churchill, 1977 and 1981, and 1 1935 0.500 silver 
crown (worn), and more, world coinage includes two uncirculated 1982 Barbados $10 coins (Copper Nickel), An 
Austria 1787 20 Kreuzer silver coin, A 1975 Papua New Guinea proof set, and more 
£70-100

117 A collection of British coinage, including a 'Changing Face of Britain's Coinage' gold plated twenty six coin set, a 
London Mint 1977 gold plated coin and stamp set, a 1990 Isle of Man Penny Black crown and stamp set, and 
more 
£100-150

118 Sixteen United States Silver Dollar Coin Covers, including eleven Morgan dollars, and five Peace dollars, dates 
range from 1879 to 1926, varying conditions, issued by the Postal Commemorative Society, presented in a black 
folder 
£200-300
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119 A collection of United States Coinage in two albums, including a 'Last Decade of 90% Silver' collection 
comprising twelve 3-coin sets from different US mints, a '25 Years of US Uncirculated Coin Mint Sets' collection, 
comprising 42 mint sets from 1964 to 1987, along with an album containing 'The Presidential First Day Cover 
Collection' issued in 1986, 36 covers in total and presented in a album with box cover 
£150-250

120 Nine United States Silver Dollars, including seven Morgan dollars, one peace dollar, and one liberty dollar, dates 
range from1886 to 1999, mostly EF 
£100-200

121 A collection of United States coinage, silver noted, including a quantity of dollars, half dollars, quarters, Nickels 
and dimes, many uncirculated or proof ,a good selection of early 20th and late 19th century examples, sealed in 
plastic envelopes with a grading on by Littleton Coin Company, along with approx. twenty five year and themed 
sets including silver, in varying conditions, a small selection of three uncirculated US bank notes sealed in 
Littleton Coin Company envelopes, and a Presidential Medals cover collection, presented in a box, approx. forty 
covers in total 
£200-300

122 A small collection of British and World coinage, including seven United states Roosevelt dollars, a 1951 Festival 
of Britian George VI crown in box, a 1989 Singapore uncirculated $10, a small selection of early 20th century 
copper athletics medals, and a handful of others GB and world coins, along with a selection of early 20th century 
used stamps and postal ephemera, and three Kingsley enamelled boxes 
£40-60

123 A collection of British coinage, including a 1981 Silver Proof crown, approx. twenty modern crowns, three 
modern £5 coins, a quantity of pre-decimal coinage, mostly EII and George VI, including Pennies, Half Pennies, 
Sixpences and Shillings, along with a small quantity of world coinage 
£50-80

124 A collection of Pre Decimal British Coinage, including a quantity of Victoria Silver and Copper coinage to include 
some Maundy coinage, an 1853 shilling , a 1839 Quarter Farthing and Half Farthing, a couple of George III 
Silver coins also noted, also some George V and Edward VII silver coinage noted, three red Whitman style 
folders containing a good selection of pre 1947 Shillings and Half crowns including Victoria and Edward VII 
examples, and more, along with a small quantity of British banknotes to include four Somerset £1 notes, a 
Guernsey £1 note and some British Armed Forces notes in good condition, 
£100-150

125 An Album containing a good selection of world coinage, mostly 20th century, with a small quantity of early 20th 
century and late 19th century silver noted, along with a selection of thirty one World bank notes from circulation 
is various conditions 
£50-80

126 A small bag of world coinage, including a selection of copper and silver coinage from British West Africa and 
British West Africa, an 1833 France Silver 5 Francs, some middle eastern examples and more 
£80-100

127 An Australia 2000 Sydney Olympics $5 collection, incomplete in presentation album, containing twenty two of a 
set of twenty eight coins, along with a presentation album of first issue uncirculated Euro coins, representing the 
twelve first Euro nations, one coin from the Irish set is missing 
£40-60

128 A small collection of British and world base and silver coinage, Including three Silver United States Morgan 
dollars, a 1992 silver United States 'peace' dollar, an 1893 Victoria Half Crown (worn), an 1887 Victoria half 
Crown (F/VF cleaned), a George III Crown (worn date not visible), and more, along with twelve Korean 
banknotes from circulation 
£80-120

129 A small collection of British and world coinage and banknotes, including seven modern British Crowns, a 
Falkland Islands 1985 50 Pence coin cover, three banknotes from China and Burma, along with eleven other 
Falkland Island First Day stamp covers issued in 1985 
£20-40
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130 A good Collection of British and World coinage, including a good selection of early 20th century and late 19th 
century silver coinage from the United States, Hong Kong and Canada, also a small selection of early hammered 
Celtic/Roman coinage including what seems to be a silver Denarius in good condition, a selection of George III 
copper coinage including two 1797 Cartwheel two pence coins in good condition, and much more 
£100-150

131 A collection of British silver coinage, including an 1816 George III Sixpence (good VF), an 1816 George III 
Sixpence (fair F),an 1890 Victoria Crown (F), along with five others 
£40-60

132 Two George II Silver Sixpences, dated 1757 (F/VF) and 1746 (about F) 
£60-100

133 An Elizabeth I Hammered Silver Sixpence, dated 1577/8 (hard to distinguish) in good condition with pleasing 
detail, along with an Edward IV Hammered Silver half Groat 
£80-120

134 A small collection of British coinage and medallions, including a quantity of pre 1947 silver including Half 
Crowns, Florins and Sixpences, and two worn George III Crowns (dates not visible) total weight 150g, a cased 
1953 coin set, a 2000 Millenium £5 coin in Royal Mint Folder, a 1992 silver proof 10 pence two coin set, two 
London Institute Department of Technology medallions dated 1913 and 1914, by John Pinches, cased, and a 
small quantity of copper coinage including George III 
£70-100

135 Eleven Royal Mint Proof sets, A date run of consecutive years from 1990 to 2000, including ten red deluxe sets, 
and one blue standard set (1996), all with certificates, all with outer card sleeves ,except the 1997 deluxe set, 
noted the 1992 set containing the scarcer EU 50 pence, 2000 Executive set lid is damaged 
£100-200

136 Two United States Silver 'Peace' Dollars, dated 1922 and 1926, along with two United States Half Dollars dated 
1964 and 1965 
£40-60

137 A small Collection of World bank notes and novelty notes, housed in a black folder, including approx. fifty 
modern National Bank of Cuba exchange certificates/banknotes of various denominations, many in uncirculated 
condition, along with various other notes including a 1935 China 1 Yuan note, approx. 60 notes in total 
£20-40

138 A collection of share certificates and banknotes, including two early 20th century share certificates from The 
Rock Island Company New Jersey, two early 20th century share certificates from The Wabash Railroad 
Company, a selection of five Bank of England £1 notes from circulation (Peppiatt x 2, O'Brien x 1, Beale x 1 
Page x 1), two Bank of England O'Brien10 Shillings notes from circulation, a small selection of six world 
banknotes including a Zimbabwe Ten Billion Dollars note in good condition, along with approx. 27 Barclays Bank 
cheques from the 1930's and 1940's, and some ephemera relating to warrants for the payment of interest on 
shares 
£30-60

139 A collection of world banknotes, presented in an album with a photocopy of both sides included with each note, 
including a 2016 RBS £10 note, a 1988 Northern Bank £5 note, a Switzerland 50 Francs note, a series of 
Zimbabwe notes including a 1994 £2 note, a 1983 $5 note and a 1933 £10 note, a 1941 Malaya $5 note, 
supposedly bearing the signatures of former Changi prison inmates, and much more, in various conditions, 
approximately 55 in total 
£50-80

140 A United States Lowville New York obsolete $1 Bank note, dated 1859, needs viewing, shows evidence of 
folding, overall fair to good condition 
£80-120

141 A collection of Chinese banknotes, including forty 1940 Reserve Bank of China 20 cents notes, in various 
conditions, also twenty 1940 Central Reserve Bank of China 1 Yuan notes, mostly in very good condition, two 
1944 Central Reserve Bank of China 10,000 Yuan notes, five 1945 Central Reserve Bank of China 5000 Yuan 
notes, and more, all from circulation in various conditions, approximately 120 notes in total 
£80-120
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142 A collection of world banknotes, including three US $10 notes, a Bank of England Page £1 note, a Bank of 
England Fforde 10 Shillings note, some Chinese and German notes and more, all from circulation in various 
conditions, approx. 100 notes in total 
£40-60

143 A collection of world bank notes, all from circulation in various conditions, approx. 65 notes in total 
£30-50

144 A collection of world bank notes, in various conditions but mostly very good or excellent, housed in seven small 
albums and loose in individual envelopes, approximately 340 in total 
£100-150

145 A collection of world bank notes, in various conditions but mostly very good or excellent, housed in six small 
albums and loose in individual envelopes, approximately 280 in total 
£100-150

146 A collection of world bank notes, in various conditions but mostly very good or excellent, housed in seven small 
albums and loose in individual envelopes, approximately 380 in total 
£100-150

147 A collection of approximately 100 World banknotes, including a Bank of England Fforde £1 misprint error note, 
all from circulation in various conditions 
£50-80
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